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iVansistorized Television Sync Generator With R.M<.A t Type Ou c
1
9 *
OBJECTS To study the possibilities of tranoistorlsed RMA syne generators for * 1
% I
ecaocrcial and industrial use, p %
\
CONCLUSIONS All of the conventional circuits used in sync generating can be applied |
thru the principal of duality to the transistor. However, the transis-
tor has unique properties of its own which make it more desirable to
«
design a sync generator around it than adapt it to conventional circuits.
Transistorised units function quite nell in television sync generators
,
but lack stability required of a commercial unit. Instability is due
mostly to the following factors
•
(1) Characteristics vary between units. This is particularly trw of
the negative resistance curve in point contact units, which determines
to a large extent pulse width and Iree running blocking oscillator
frequency.
(2) £xtres» acceptability to crosstalk, voltage variation and temper-
ature variation.
(3) An actual change In characteristics from day to day, and with use,
so that timing varies and the unit must be reset frequently.
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il Transistorisod Television Sync Generator with
RMA, Tvdo Output
_
The Princeton Laboratoriea demonstrated a transiatorified television syne generator for
l
Industrial Television and for tho "Walkie-Lookie" In the fall of 1952 <, The Princeton
circuits wore not available to the author until after the unit described here rcas developed
and teated at, Caoden Curiously, the two circuits bear little if any, resemblance to each
The sync generator described here was developed as a source of RMA type eync pu'J sea for
Industrial Television unite „ As such, it provides a vertical pulse 90© microseconds vide
and a horisontnl pulae 11 microseconds wide to the camera unit "or synchronising and
blanking. In addition it adds the standard RMA synchronizing pulses to these blanking
pulses In a separate output for combining with the previously blanked video signal*
In order to provide a ialt assail enough to fit existing IT? 5 and TN 6 monitor cases,
the sync generator had to be a. proximately tho siae of the existing non standard unite
At the same tiros, the greater complexity of the RMA type pulses placed rigid restrictions
on the circuit. The circuit described here was selected as the simplest possible, eons Is-
tent with making all times adjustable to fit the RMA specifications and a minimum of
component parts.
In designing this circuit, only the available TA165K translator could fee used. There
were no junction types available at the time.
.
In order to place as few restrictions oo
elopements as possible, no inductances or transformers are used. The smallest possible
potentiometers, realstore, and condensers were used, not always with satisfaction.
Crosstalk between units, and components far out of tolerance, were serious problems The
transistors thsoselvea wore often a bigger problea . Since they do not have uniform
[negative resistance curves, and hence will give different pulse widths aftd free running
tines in the earns circuity they are not completely interchangeable. The transistors
used her® were picked for performance in each functional unit*
1

fteierring to the olosk diagram (fig. 1), the 31<>5 BSC oscillator is the master
frequency source. It is a crys al controlled unit (ref a a) which depends on the
series resonant characteristic of the orystal for positive feedback in the oscillator
circuit. The output of this oscillator drives three other circuits, the serration
pulse generator, the 2/% count down and the 7/1 count down transistors. It was
intended to provide a second or free running mode for this tranaistor which was
ffcequenov .controlled by the 60 cycle line in an AFC oircult. Tine did not permit
this "line lock" feature to be added, though circuits for it were described by
Princeton Laboratories (r%t, b).
The 7/1 count down unit drives the count down chain, with the final output at
60 cycles. The 2/1 count down unit provides the 1 H frequency and interlacing feature.
The reaain&er of the transistors are switching units to tine and steer pulses whioh
trigger a blanking bit register and a eync bit register whose outputs are added to give
the composite syce pulse.
Analysing the RUA sync signals, except for the vertical blanking period which is
900 Kierosoccnds in duration, the pulses consist of a 5 mlcroeecond sync pulse delayed
loB raicrosiecond and e'^perinposed on an 11 microsecond blanking pedestal. During the
900 microsecond period this structure changes. The blanking pedestal is 900 microsecond
long with first « 192 microseconds of -2© 5 microsecond wide pulses at a 2 H rate., the.n a
series of 3 pulses 59 microseconds wide with 5 microsecond periods between them,
followed by 192 microseconds of 2 M pulses 2.5 microsecond wide followed by up to 330
microseconds of 1 K pulses 5 aicrosecond wide.
There is a definite tine relation between the starting and stopping of all pulses.
If we designate the start of the serrating pulse, which is also the end of the 59
microsecond pulsus, as t s> the other sync pulses form this relation in timet
Serration Stop t -@
H blank pedestal t
. g -J' 3 2 microsecond
1 H and 2 H start (all starts) g / 5«0 microsecond
2 H stop 9 ^.7a5 microsecond
1 H Stop e $ 10 microsecond
H Blank off £ Ho
2

lationohip to create switching pulses for the
bit registers. The 2/1 count start occurs at t a 0. This start Is used to trigger
a 3.2 microsecond delay transistor which triggers the H blanking timer. The H
blanking tints? generates an 11 microsecond pulse which drives two units . The leading
edge driv< 8 the horizontal blanking buffer and the trailing edge the blank 3top gen-
erator* There will be no blanking pedestal unless the H blank timer is triggered,
and then it oan only be as wide as the timer permits. To get a 900 microsecond vertical
blanking pedestal, th© blank off transistor is prevented from pulsing by a 900 micros
second pulse acting thru a gating circuit. Since the last pulse received will be an
"eaM or start pulse, the bit will produce a pedestal until the 900 microsecond gate ic
off and stop poises aleo coma thru. Because the start pulses will serrate the Vortical
blank&sg pedestal, they also are held off by gatin the buffer. These pule«s are gated
by the bit register itself in the on position, so that no core start pulses can be
received uastil & stop pulse reverses the bit. This system i3 reliable and prevents
getting tlie blanking bit out of phass*
The serration stop is also a tlaing circuit which has a 5 Microsecond put™. The
leading edge triggers the sync bit to the off position, and the trailing edge initiates
all syne pulse start®. The serration stop is not gated although it is needed only
192 aieroseconds each period. Normally it will have no effect because the bit is
already in the off position, and if it is not, the serration stop serves as an emergency
reset.
The trailing edge of the serration timer triggers the 1 H and 2 H starts ; The
2 H start is used only during a 570 microsecond period at the start of the 900 micro-"
second vertical blank pedestal. During this tire the 1 H pulses must be off. This is
necessary because both the 1 H and 2 H pulses trigger their own stops and 1 H stops
must be off during the serration period, or they will cause extra serrations to appear.
The three gating translators 1?2 microseconds, 192 microeoeonds and 570 microseconds,
are used to delay the serration period. 192 microseconds, time the serration period, and
time the 2 H ©a period respectively.

There are three stop and two start pulses, four of which ore gated. Wore it
not for good waveform and the need for the serration period f the bit would be
unnecessary slnoe the timing pulses themselves are as wide as the pulses they generate
in the bit register. All these pulse3 are applied thru diodes to prevent loading the
transistors by the others in parallel.
The syne and blank outputs from the two bit registers may bo added by a simple
voltage divider connected between outputs. If even more sharply defined pulses and
better clipping is desired, the pulses may be clipped in the transistor circuit shows,
(fig. 2), or la a vacuum tube clipper°<adder which is port of a unit to clip and coo*
bine syne end blanking pulses with video output from the cameras
.
Figure 3 shows the oscillator, count down circuit, and gating pulse formers.
Referring to figure 3, the oscillator transistor oscillates by virtue of positive
feedback thru the series resonant resistance of the crystal • This resistance is of
the order of 5,000 ohms and imposes a restriction on transistor selection. The con»
dition for oscillation is th&tt
< oo % 1 £ Jt^ f J^ f^th R Base « )
RL RQ
(see ref. a )
Since R © 5 X and R^ § 4*7 K, with an R of 22K nominal, the transistor '-TCqb must
exceed 2«27 if it is to oscillate. Because of this only about am TA1&5K in 10 will
function in this circuit. Better results may be hod with other transistors with a higher
nominal X<w. Figure 5 (a) and (b) shows the output waveforms. These are pulsed, not
a sine wave, and thus ideal for use in trigger cirouits. The 2/1 count and the serration
tiaar are taken from the emitter, while the 7/1 count is taken from the base. This is
done to prevent feedback from the 2/1 unit from giving larger even pulses than odd for the
7/1 count which will cause it to slip to 6/1 or 8/1 erratically. By using the separate
tie points, no buffer is needed.. The original circuit on which the criterion for OMilla«
tion is based had no resistor in the base circuit. The addition of this resistor reduces

the neceasa- by at* , 2 )% ao Ut&% about 50% of tha RCA TA16JK unit* will operate
when new* 4.7K is an experimental optiauna
The count down circuits are free running blocking oscillators which are chain
triggered, Tha basic formulas for deriving the on and off tlaes ara given by HcDuffie
$ref «). These are repeated h«r« as approximations road® after some simplifications
and assumptions ware made*
Ri Ree c
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It should be noted from these aquations that the ratio of "on" to "off" tine is
highly variable,, These approximations assume a fixed base re r-istor of about "> «2 K. In
practice it has been found necessary to use about A,7K to prolong transistor life* The
tiae varying resistor R^ is a 10OK potentiometer , which from the equation is seen to be
in shunt with a 1005 resistance Bee. With the equivalent parallel R thus determined, a
value for C can bo picked to give times equal to 7 or 5 or 3 counts somewhere near ridrange
on the potentlometerc This approximation is found to be surprisingly close Th*» only
troubles encountered have been because of ceramic disc capacitors which either because
they had capacity far in excess of their rated value, or a leakage resistance did not
time as predicted Changing to a paper or mica capacitor usually resulted in correct




only a beto . i free running and raonoatabla uoi -bo
presence of the r.hunt resistor In the emitter. Tho on time in determined by the
same formulae, except that it varies over about a 10/1 range with variations of baee
reeistancCfrAt 2.2 K the approximation formulae hold, thus using a 10K potentioreter as
a baee resistor, the maximum pulse uidth is about 3 tines that indicated. However,
it varies from transistor to transistor. Some units with a poor negative resistance
ourve will give a pulse only 1/10 as long as a better unit. Such transistors are
best weeded out for use in the stop circuits and bit registers. Usually, but not
necessarily, they also have low@£ ee values as well They will function in the bit
registers if a matched pair is used.
Because this circuit is built in a small space, there is considerable cross
talk between units running at the same repetition rate. Thus, all the monostable units
which are supposed to trigger at £> times nay trigger from eross talk at t as 0* Further,
the voltage supplied from the battery may very as much as one volt due to pulses acting
in concert on its internal redstonce. The effects of cross talk and voltage change
are eliminated or reduced by the addition of a resistance between collector and emitter
which raises the necessary trigger poten lal on the transistor, The value of %h ls
resistor was determined experimentally, there being no known way to calculate it„ In
general however, pulsing ceases if he resistor is below 1#0K,' Crosstalk and fee<8baek
triggering eeaee if the value is somewhere between 270 and 4?0Ko If this resistor is
made too email pulse width and dependability is affected. If it is too large, the
pulse will trigger at random from crosstalk.
Tfc® value of coupling oondensers was also arrived at experimentally. If the
condenser is too. large, the stonestable unite will double pulse, if too snail, pulsing
will be errat4o„
The snonoe table units are taken from the papers by Ac W. Lo, (ref.d) and Harris,
(ref 6 e) a Biters these circuits are used for delay by triggering from the befek side
of the collector pulse, B£ differentiation is used to get first a positive and then
a negative pulse D The following moneatable unit responds only to the negative pulse*

Pftguve 6 shown the loading and trailing edge of the serration pulse as taken from the
bass of the 2 H generator. Harries suggests this method, but goes on to reoomnend
another. Lo uses an inductance to get a spike. Because this circuit is to represent
eoenomy and use a minimum of transistors and no Inductances, both the above? schemes
are disregarded. This system appears very stable when once set up completely, but
if any unit runs at random, or off time, it tends to pull othor units by means of cross-
talk o
The bit registers are basic transistor binary units which are not cross coupled
for binary action, thus pulses are applied at one point for the "set" or "on* state,
and at another point for the "off* or "reset" state. In the binary unit the two inputs
are cress oonneetod thru diodes so that a pulse reverses the state each time it is
received.
In order to steer the pulses and bring thesn in when needed to trigger the '->it
registers j, various gating circuits are used. In general* all gating circuits use a
condenser and a germaniua diode to control a pulse,, Refer to figure 7. Assume we desire
a negative pulse. The pulse can be put in at X and taken out at I If (a) and (b) are
tied to the same potential. If however, (a) is positive with respect to (b), th©
pulse amplitude must be greater to pass.
In this circuit, th© gating pulses are obtained from the collectors of other tran-
sistors, nominally at 45 volts when off, and about 25 voltr. when on. Thus to off gate
a negative pulse
, (a) io connected to the collector and (b) to the «*45 volt cupply To
on gate, (b) is connected to the collector and (a) to a potential source about =35 volts
Th© start gate for the 1 H pulses is more complex than this simple gat© and deserves
further explanation. The 1 H start gate has a voltage divider which holds the base of
the diode at about »36 volte. The R and C values are picked so that the serrated pulse
Input from the collector is about 2.5 RC time. This gives a suitable negative pulse from
the trailing edge of the collector pulse. Normally, the point of the diode is held at
45 volts which is sufficient to cut the diode off an no pulses pass thru it When the
2/1 count unit is en, the RC circuit and diode to its collector carry the point up to

tho fries potential for about 15 microsecond, and any negative pulse occurring in that
period will trigger the 1 H start. The conbined effect of RC discharge and the diode
in the 2/1 collector prevent the 2/1 rait from triggering on its trailing edge*
In triggering the syne bit register, diodes are used to prevent loading aa nail
as to gate tho pulses. In seme eases, where gate tine is short and the pulse needed
is small, tfce potential stabilising return can be omitted and only a single resistor
to the collector used. Where dlodee are shunted, this is done to reduce their back
resistance and keep the condenser from self biasing to cutoff.
The photographs show the output pulses as taken from the unit. Where deviations
exist froa RMA standards, as in rise time and overshoot, these are failings of the
transistors and the circuits in which tiey are used. Any errors in timing or counts are
due to adjustment, not to circuit failings. All timing factors are adjustable readily
from the panslo Test points are available in the form of tho back sides of solder tie
points on the panel for checking waveforms at each point in the unit so that it need not
be dismounted to check o© adjust,,
Due to the many crosstalk effects in the circuit, the combined outputs of the
two bit registers do not yield a satisfactory KM output. >hey must be clipped and
added externally or by means of additional transistors not included in this unit. Tins
did not permit the additional work to be done.
Measurements made on a driven sweep oscilloscope show the pedestal and syne pulses
to bear the proper time relationship to each other, and to be gated properly as required.
r
Further work would be necessary to improve the long running t.ine stability of the unit*
Proper clippers and adders, and the 60 cycle "line lock" feature, remain to be ad$ed9
The TA165R Transistor has since been designated as the 2H32 for production,,

(a) Crystal Qeoillator • The Translator » Bell Laboratories
Artieal byR. S» Carutners - "So^ta Experimental and Practical
Applications of Transistor Oscillators.
(b) Princeton ITV syno generator paper - W. Pike, Second or Third
Quarter 1953 RCA Review
(0) MeDuffiot Pulse Duration and Repetition rate of a Transistor
Multivibrator - Proc, I.R.E. November 1952 pp U*7
(d) Lo, A. Wo • Transistor Trigger Circuits • Proo. I.R.E, - Nov. 1952 - pp„ 1531
(e) Harris, J. R. « A Transistor Shift Register and $erlal Adder •
Pros. I., R. E e - Nov. 1952 • pp 1597
Photograph #74724 shows the ITV-5 unit and camera with the transistorized RMA sync
generator installed. The non standard sync generator normally used is shown at the
bottom, and the transistorized version of it in the same chassis is shown at the
right, She non standard sync generator uses 7 transistors, the RMA type unit 23.
Photograph #74725 shows the transistorized RMA unit below a studio rack wlich per-
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Figure 4 Sync, pulses from collector of
Sync. Bit, one transistor removed.
Serration stop, start, 1H stop and
2H :top pulses show.
Figure 6. Leading and trailing edge of serrating
pulse taken at base of 2H start.
Figure 8. Collector pulses of 2/1 cpunt down
Figure 9. H blank stop pulse. The small pulse
in front of it is crosstalk from the H
Blank start pulse.
Figure 10. H blank timing pulse. 3.2 microsec.
delay start is faintly visible ahead.
Figure 11. H blank start pulse. Trailing edge
clutter is crosstalk from H blank stop.
Figure 12. H blank pedestal at bit register
output before clipping. Note 3,2 microsecond
delay shows ahead of this pulse. Kresence
of serration in the pulse renders it
unfit for use without clipping.

Figure. 13. 2H stop pulse. I H stop is similar.
Actual amplitude is about 20 v, but pulse
wi ; th la so narrow it does not photograph.
Figure 14. Base of the 2H rtop.The delay time
is only faintly visible as a slight rise
ahead of the more prominent drop.
Figure 15. Emitter of sync, bit register.
Serration stop, starts and 1H stop show
2H stop is on such a short period it
does not photograph.
Figure 16.Serration delaV taken in sync, start
circuit.
Figure 17. Trigger pulses to H blank stop
showing °00 microsecond gate.
Figure 18. Seven to one count down taken at
base of transistor. One count is lost
in the wide base pulse.
Figure 19. Five to one count down.
Figure 20. Three to one count down.
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